Fancywork
VICTORIAN WOMEN AND THE ART OF CRAFT

The pieces in this show were inspired by what I learned about the lives of Victorian women during the
research for my thesis project essay titled, “The Important Role Played by Household Crafts in the Lives
of Nineteenth-Century Women in Britain and America.” Household crafts, or “fancywork” as it was
sometimes called, were created in the domestic sphere by a wide range of women during the nineteenth
century in both Britain and America. Although viewed as frivolous and oppressive by some feminists,
and often neglected by historians, household crafts played an important role in many women’s lives.
Household crafts provided women with a form of self-expression, and acted as an important vehicle
for them to express and promote their religious beliefs within their families and the general public. During
this era of high mortality intimate crafts, such as hairwork, also helped women and their families cope
with loss during the mourning process. Crafts also created more opportunities for women providing them
with entertainment, the chance to learn new skills, and the ability to create their own personal property.
Their participation in crafts, such as quilting, also provided them with a female support system and a
social life outside the home separate from their families. Fancywork also increased women’s social
influence by helping them to gain a greater presence within their religion through church fundraising and
charity bazaars. Their presence in the natural sciences also grew as they became science-based morality
educators, as well as naturalists through collecting and researching specimens for nature-based crafts.
During the Victorian era, women in the domestic sphere also became more socially influential as
contributors to the arts and exhibited their work in their household parlors, local fairs, and women’s
exhibitions. Unlike ephemeral domestic duties, the work they created provided them a tangible means to
leave their mark in the world. Household crafts were an important part of many women’s lives and some

worked on their creations, which could be large and very ambitious, on a daily basis. They created both
functional and non-functional items which often ingeniously utilized the free or inexpensive materials
available to them such as human hair, shells, and other found natural objects. Women also relied on
personal inspiration without support from the established art world, though some of the innovative
methods, materials, and abstract approaches they used were later adopted by twentieth-century artists.
When examining some specific craft pieces in regards to their possible status as art we can look to the
writings of prominent philosophers of aesthetics such as R.G. Collingwood, George Dickie, and
Immanuel Kant as they sought to answer the question of what constitutes art. Based on their criteria some
of the pieces created in the home by Victorian women are worthy of consideration as fine art. Many
pieces now reside in museum collections around the world including the Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York City, and the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, and continue to be very sought after by
collectors.
Nineteenth-century women were strong, resilient, and creative and made valuable contributions to
society through transforming the potential limitations of fancywork into opportunities. I believe that
household crafts should be considered as a potential means of empowerment and opportunity for women,
and deserves our acknowledgment and appreciation today.
Cynthia Bornhorst-Winslow

BIRTH OF A NEW SOCIETY
Wheel-thrown and altered stoneware with glaze, patina, and found objects
During the nineteenth-century a woman’s influence was seen as primarily being within the moral
private or domestic sphere, while male influence was dominate in the public sphere of the
economy. As the century progressed and women gained more rights this concept became more
tenuous and fragile.

BUSY HANDS SOOTHE THE TROUBLED MIND
Wheel-thrown stoneware with stain and hand-colored decal
Dr. Seymour Bicknell Young brought an enlightened therapy to Salt Lake City Insane Asylum when he
became director in 1876. He thought the mind should be kept busy to insure happiness, and many
residents at the asylum were taught crafts. Young’s philosophy of the “work of troubled minds soothed
by the work of busy hands” was applicable to many women who employed crafts to help them cope
during difficult times in their lives.
Quote by Abigail Malick, Oregon 1858

HEADING WEST
Wheel-thrown and altered stoneware with glaze, patina, hand-colored decals and found objects
When women moved west the women left behind often created friendship quilts to send with friends and family
on their migration. Historian Beverly Gordon believes these quilts “served as physical embodiments of human
relationships,” and they “commemorated and reinforced private domestic relationships that were important to
women.” Annie Curd wrote in “Good Housekeeping Magazine” in 1888, “Every young girl should piece one
quilt at least to carry away with her to her husband’s home, and if her lot happens to be cast among strangers, as
is often the case, the quilt when she unfolds it will seem like the face of a familiar friend and will bring up a
whole host of memories, of mother, sister, friend, too sacred for us to intrude upon.”
“Turn of the Century Quilts; Embodied Objects in a Web of Relationships” (Gordon)

UNFATHOMABLE SORROW
Handbuilt stoneware with decal and stones
In nineteenth-century Britain, death was much more commonplace in people’s lives than it is for us today.
In Bath between 1839 and 1843, one child in five from a middle class home died before reaching the age of
five, and in a working class home the death rate could be as high as one child in two. Many children lived
much of their childhood having lost at least one parent, as well as a sibling in infancy, and lived with the
prevalence of death among their friends and neighbors.

BY THE SEA
Handbuilt stoneware with ink-wash patina
British women had a particularly avid interest in shells, and they often collected them, catalogued
them, and knew their scientific names. Women also used shells in the household craft known as
shellwork, and both men and women displayed them in curio cabinets. Keeping albums was also a
means of introducing nature into the home, and fern and sea plant albums were particularly popular
from 1870-1890, both as a female craft and as a means of scientific exploration. It was particularly
tedious work to collect, arrange, and press sea plants into albums in much the same way as Carl
Linnaeus, founder of modern taxonomy, had done to create his preserved sea plant collections during
the eighteenth-century, however it gave women the opportunity to spend more time outdoors, educate
both themselves and their children about nature, and enter the world of science in a sanctioned way.

19th CENTURY FEMALE ARTIST
Handbuilt stoneware with patina and hand-colored decal
Visualizing and planning a creative project can be very mentally stimulating, and for some women was
something to look forward to when dull and un-gratifying household tasks were completed. Some of
the items created were tour de forces of imagination and industry, and their creation could only have
been motivated by the creator’s pleasure.
Quilt described on pot by Martha Haggard of White Cloud, Kansas and completed in 1897

SHEDDING THE LIGHT OF MORALITY
Wheel-thrown stoneware with glaze, decal, prisms, and glass
Creating a beautiful, well-decorated home was viewed by Victorian society as a religious undertaking,
and if the woman was successful, her home was believed to “have an elevating influence on those who
dwell in it,” as stated by designer Christopher Dresser in his book Studies in Design (1879). Catherine
Beecher, and her sister Harriet Beecher Stowe in their book, The American Woman’s Home, published
in 1869, discussed the religious importance of home decoration and maintained it could make the home
both happy and attractive, give it a “wholesome power over the young, and contribute much to the
education of the entire household in refinement, intellectual development and moral sensibility.”

BIRD IN A GILDED CAGE
Wheel-thrown and handbuilt stoneware with image transfer and metal
The term “bird in a gilded cage” was sometimes used to refer to the Victorian woman
whose freedom and opportunities were limited by her confinement in the domestic sphere.

TEAR CATCHER
Wheel-thrown stoneware with glaze, tin type, mica, and found objects
Tear catchers or tear bottles have been used at various times throughout history and reappeared
during the Victorian area with its emphasis on mourning. Mourners would shed their tears into a
small glass vial or lachrymatory that used a special stopper which allowed the tears to evaporate
slowly. When the tears had finally evaporated, the mourning process would come to an end.

DOMESTIC DEITY
Handbuilt stoneware with wood base, decal, and found objects
American ministers and authors of the mid-nineteenth century such as Daniel C. Eddy in his book,
The Young Woman’s Friend: Or the Duties, Trials, Loves, and Hopes of Women (1857), viewed
the home as a woman’s sole place of power. He wrote, “Home is a woman’s throne, where she
maintains her royal court and sways her queenly authority.” The Philadelphia Temperance
Advocate describes wives as deities, “who preside over the sanctities of domestic life, and
administer its sacred rights.” These comparisons preceded British author John Ruskin’s similar
reference in 1865 to women as queens in his essay, “Of Queens Gardens.”

MORAL HERO
Wheel-thrown stoneware with decal and found objects

VOICELESS EXPRESSION
Wheel-thrown stoneware with patina
At a time when societal conventions could often be restricting, particularly for women, needlework afforded an
opportunity for them to illustrate their life experiences and personal thoughts. It afforded some women a quiet place
without supervision, while at the same time giving them an acceptable and respectable means to express themselves.
Author Olive Schreiner wrote in her book, From Man to Man, “Has the pen or the pencil dipped so deep in the
blood of the human race as the needle?” In their essay “The Needle as the Pen,” contemporary scholars Pritash,
Schaechterle, and Wood write that they consider needlework not just an alternative to discourse, but a “form of
discourse.” They believe that needlework has the ability to shape identity, build a sense of community, and prompt
both the maker and the audience into social action.

THE HOUSEWIFE MAKES THE HOME AND THE HOME MAKES THE NATION
Wheel-thrown and handbuilt stoneware with hand-colored decals, and thread
As the century progressed women began engaging in more activities not normally associated with them. Tasks
within the home that had previously been gendered male, such as those involving furniture building, upholstery,
and home maintenance, were now beginning to be included as acceptable activities for women because they
took place in the domestic sphere and were seen as part of home decoration. Women even began to master the
skill of taxidermy, and many pet birds became parlor ornaments when they were stuffed and placed under glass
domes by the lady of the house. While this may be viewed as more gruesome than other household crafts, it
allowed women to learn a previously masculine skill, and helped them gain access to the world of natural
science.

UNTIL WE MEET AGAIN
Wheel-thrown stoneware with glaze, decal, and wood finial
In their grief many women turned to working with their hands for consolation, and as a means of coping
with their sorrow. Sometimes the work they created took the form of embroidered mourning pictures,
which contained symbolic images such as weeping willows, and birds symbolizing the loved one’s soul
flying up to heaven.

FEMININE IDEAL
Silkscreen print with wheel-thrown and altered stoneware and
stain, glaze, images transfers and found objects

MATILDA’S DILEMMA
Wheel-thrown and altered stoneware with stain, glaze, and image transfers

THE CURIO CABINET
Handbuilt stoneware with hand-colored image transfer and natural objects

MAKING A DRESS
Wheel-thrown stoneware with decal and found objects
Dinah Mulock Craik, in her book A Woman’s Thoughts About Women (1858) wrote,
“…anyone who ever tried to make a dress knows well enough that skill, patience, and
ingenuity, nay, a certain kind of genius, is necessary to achieve any good result.”

NOURISHING THE EMPIRE
Wheel-thrown stoneware with shellac resist, glaze, and decals
Collecting natural specimens from distant shores, and home decoration inspired by Indian and Asian
aesthetics could be viewed as a way women promoted colonial expansion through bringing those items into
the British home.

BOTANY FOR THE LADIES
Wheel-thrown and handbuilt stoneware with stains, glaze, and decals
In the early nineteenth-century, the science of botany was particularly associated with women, and as a science it
was gendered “female.” John Lindley, a professor of botany at London University from 1829-1860, sought to
create a “professionalism” in science, which would push out both women and clergy. Lindley wanted botany to
be seen as an “occupation for the serious thoughts of man” rather than just “an amusement for the ladies.” He did
not necessarily want to exclude women as an audience though, so he wrote Ladies Botany, a two-volume lavishly
illustrated work in the form of fifty letters written to a mother who wished to teach her children about plants.
Though he perceived this as an “experiment,” he had already been preceded by other women “popularizers” of
science who sought to dispense scientific knowledge in an understandable way to their audience of both men and
women alike, the most famous of which was Mary Somerville, who won recognition from male scientists for her
scientific work.

THE FABRIC DIARY
Handbuilt stoneware with stains, glaze, and found objects
By the 1880’s a more abstract form of quilting known as Japanese, “kaleidoscope” patchwork, or “crazy” quilts
became popular in Britain and America, particularly among fashionable urban women. It was a new avenue for
creative expression that most commonly used sensuous velvet and silk cut into abstract shapes. These shapes
were then arranged in interesting compositions, and further embellished with figurative applique and
embroidery. Other materials were also added such as buttons, bows, braids, laces, beads, ribbons or badges
from organizations or activities, campaign ribbons, county fair ribbons, and even wedding menus printed on
silk. This new type of quilting allowed women an even freer form of abstract expression in pattern and color,
when combined with personal memorabilia acted as a textile scrapbook meant for display in the parlor, not in
the bedroom.

ANGEL OUT OF THE HOUSE
Wheel-thrown stoneware with glaze, decals and shellwork
During much of the nineteenth-century society there was a pronounced separation between the public and private
spheres. Men dominated the public sphere, which primarily consisted of commerce and government, while
women were expected to oversee the private domestic sphere of morality and spirituality. This feminine ideal
was given a name when British writer Coventry Patmore wrote the epic poem titled “The Angel in the House.”
Although many women’s lives were primarily focused on the home, the perception of women as the “angel” ideal
was often challenged and not always subscribed to.

